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The UN Partition Plan Through Different Eyes 

Worksheet 

Introduction 

About six months before Israel declared independence, the United Nations (UN) General 

Assembly voted in favor of a resolution that outlined a plan for partitioning the Land of Israel 

into two independent states: one Jewish and one Arab.  It was preceded by the UN’s unanimous 

conclusion in August of 1947 that the British Mandate in Palestine should be terminated.  Upon 

subsequent visits to Palestine by UN committee members, the majority felt that the Jewish 

people had the right to a country of their own.   

The adoption of the Partition Plan by the UN was celebrated by Jews around the world as a 

major step towards statehood.   

 

Primary Sources 

Each of these maps is related to the UN Partition Plan of 1947. 

 The Land of Israel: It Was and Will Always Be Ours, c.1948 

 Palestine Land of Dispute, Bureau of Current Affairs, Piccadilly, 1947 

 L’Etat Juif, KKL, c.1947 

 Palestine: Index to Villages and Settlements: Survey of Palestine, IDF, 1948 

 City of Jerusalem Boundaries Proposed by the AD HOC Committee on the Palestinian 
Question, UN, 1947 

  The Borders of the Jewish State: According to the UN (in Hebrew), 1947  

 

Stage 1 – Analysis: Compare & Contrast 

Answer the questions below according to the map you have been allocated. 

1. How is the land divided on your map? 

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                  

2. Who/which organization published your map? 

http://www.nli-education-uk.org/un-partition-plan-map
http://web.nli.org.il/sites/NLI/Hebrew/digitallibrary/pages/viewer.aspx?presentorid=NLI_MAPS_JER&docid=NNL_MAPS_JER002637221
http://web.nli.org.il/sites/NLI/Hebrew/digitallibrary/pages/viewer.aspx?presentorid=NLI_MAPS_JER&docid=NNL_MAPS_JER003913043
http://web.nli.org.il/sites/NLI/Hebrew/digitallibrary/pages/viewer.aspx?presentorid=NLI_MAPS_JER&docid=NNL_MAPS_JER002639401
http://web.nli.org.il/sites/NLI/Hebrew/digitallibrary/pages/viewer.aspx?presentorid=NLI_MAPS_JER&docid=NNL_MAPS_JER002640328
http://web.nli.org.il/sites/NLI/Hebrew/digitallibrary/pages/viewer.aspx?presentorid=NLI_MAPS_JER&docid=NNL_MAPS_JER002661571
http://web.nli.org.il/sites/NLI/Hebrew/digitallibrary/pages/viewer.aspx?presentorid=NLI_MAPS_JER&docid=NNL_MAPS_JER002661571
http://web.nli.org.il/sites/NLI/Hebrew/digitallibrary/pages/viewer.aspx?presentorid=NLI_MAPS_JER&docid=NNL_MAPS_JER002369398
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3. Which cities/settlements appear on your map that did not appear on the original UN 

map? 

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                         

4. Which colours appear on your map? Why do you think these specific colours were 

chosen? 

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                         

5. What is the purpose of the map? Who was the intended audience? 

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                         

6. What other details can you see on your map? 

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                         

7. Is your map scientifically accurate? Why or why not? 

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                         

 

8. Does the map present a particular view of the UN Partition Plan? If so, what is it? 

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                         

 

 

http://www.nli-education-uk.org/un-partition-plan-map
http://www.nli-education-uk.org/un-partition-plan-map

